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mum of restriction in sex matters, depending on sex education to elimi- 
nate their evils. Dr. Parmelee's scholarly proficiency in social evolution 
forbids us to class him with that group of amateur Bohemians who, 
because they are not quite sure of themselves, resort to vehement utter- 
ance on sex matters, but his unreticent treatment of the more material 
aspects of the problem leads us to suspect that he has consciously adopted 
the Shavian program of "shocking civilization into common sense." 
Although his own knowledge of Freudian ideas is ample, he is likely to 
be accepted and quoted chiefly by those persons who illustrate the prin- 
ciple that, like learning, a little Freudianism is a dangerous thing. For 
most of these the need is not more liberty but more control. That much 
of the coercive control which society at present exercises is unintelligent 
and even brutal is not to be denied, and Dr. Parmelee has presented this 
side of the subject with striking force. Like other "advanced" thinkers 
on sex problems, he is convinced that a radical economic readjustment 
would make a larger degree of liberty not only innocuous but beneficial. 
But, like others too, he neglects to notice the disintegration which occurs 
among primitive groups and among the special classes in advanced 
societies where economic and social pressure is relaxed. 

The radical fault of the book is that it emphasizes the degree rather 
than the spirit and purpose of control. 
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The Secret of Personttlity. By GEORGE TRUMBULL LADD. New 
York: Longmans, Green & Co., I9I8. Pp. iX+287. $I.50. 

Four preceding volumes of Professor Ladd forming a series in which 
he discussed the problems of knowledge, duty, faith, and hope are 
followed by this fifth book, in which the search is continued for some 
scientific assurance for the existence of a metaphysical soul and for some 
scientific information concerning the nature of it. There is no break 
with the point of view set forth in the other four books from which numer- 
ous quotations are cited. The effort is rather to elaborate the same argu- 
ment from a slightly different point of view. That there is a soul is 
held to be proved by the social character of our thought, by the witness 
of language, by the fact of will and character, and by the evidence 
furnished by the tendency to reason, to follow conscience, and to love 
beauty. There is no doubt, therefore, of the existence of the soul. 
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Concerning the nature of the soul, however, neither science nor phi- 
losophy has any helpful word. Faith in immortality offers the only clue 
(p. 275). The modern social psychology as set forth by Dewey and 
Mead is ignored in the argument. 
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The Psychology of Matriage. By WALTER M. GALLICHAN. 

(England.) New York: Frederick A. Stokes Co., I9I8. 

Pp. xi+300. 
This work is not a scientific discussion of marriage from a psycho- 

logical standpoint. It is rather a summary of present teachings respect- 
ing sex passion and sex relationships. The justification of the title in 
the author's mind doubtless would lie in his assertion that the passion 
of sex love "is'not solely the stimulus to love between the sexes and to 
the continuance of the race. It is the source of socialized living, the 
origin of most moral codes, the basis of altruism, the motor-force of the 
highest human activities, and the spring of exalted conduct." 

With this thought in mind, the author, basing his conclusions on the 
study and experience of many years, discusses in nine chapters the prob- 
lems of sex education, adolescence, courtship, and marriage; the evils 
of prostitution and sex diseases; and the social dangers arising from 
improvident marriages, high birth-rates accompanied by heavy death- 
rates and maternal ignorance. 

The work as a whole is not intended as a textbook nor is it in any 
sense an original contribution to the psychology or the sociology of 
marriage, but it is full of sound advice and is well worth reading for 
general information. 
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The School and Other Educators. By JOHN CLARKE. London: 
Longmans, Green & Co., I9I8. Pp. X+228. $I .75 net. 

The "other educators " considered are family, companions, " society 
at large," and church, but the "main theme is the compulsory minimum, 
as it is, and as it ought to be." Moral and cultural values stand fore- 
most. Chapter x is on "The Place of the Classics." "To be acquainted 
with literature and art is preferable to knowledge of bookkeeping or 
commercial arithmetic." Contrary to Rousseau, "the poor man is the 
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